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NASA JPL MEDALS C ONTRACT PROGRESS
In June 2015, Sierra Lobo (SLI) was one of three companies
awarded the Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis
Lab-wide Support (MEDALS) subcontract at NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in Pasadena, CA.
Beginning in August 2015, the Pasadena office was
established with nine employees and has currently grown to
eleven employees. Engineers in this office are focusing on the
areas of mechanical design, structural analysis, optical
engineering, electronics packaging, cabling, and Printed
Wiring Board (PWB) design. During this initial period, the
Pasadena office has partnered closely with Sierra Lobo’s
Technology Development and Engineering Center (TDEC) to
complete tasks on this contract, including diffusion analysis
and a cost study of an airborne instrument. TDEC will
continue to actively support MEDALS involving areas of
expertise not covered in the Pasadena office.

Other initial activity on MEDALS includes success in winning
task orders in open competition with the other two prime
contractors, Millennium Engineering and Integration and Zin
Technologies, Inc. In general, the MEDALS team has three
days to respond to NASA JPL’s request for a technical and
cost proposal, with the final submission being evaluated by
JPL for tasks ranging from a few weeks to several months.
Examples of the nature of these tasks include multidisciplinary engineering support on the two Mars 2020
mission instruments SHERLOC and PIXL, opto-mechanical
design and analysis for an airborne imaging spectrometer,
mechanical design support for an advanced radiometer,
electronics packaging for an advanced radar system, optomechanical design, analysis, and fabrication of a cubesatbased imaging instrument, and structural analysis for an
airborne instrument.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above, and right: Panoramic photos of NASA JPL’s campus under the San Gabriel Mountains
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NASA JPL MEDALS CONTRACT OVERVIEW
Awarded in June 2015, the
subcontract
period
of
performance is five years. SLI will
perform tasks and provide
services in support of non-flight
and flight areas of engineering, technology development,
hardware development, test development, and operations
support for the leading U.S. Center for Robotic Exploration
of the solar system, which carries out extensive planetary,
earth, and space-based science. Tasks will cover both
formulation and flight development activities and will
include efforts relating to requirements definition, concept

definition,
tradeoff
studies,
hardware
design,
modeling,
simulation,
analysis,
review
support, mechanical and electrical
fabrication, inspection, assembly
and integration, and technical document support.
Partnering
subcontractors
include
Orbital
ATK,
headquartered in Dulles, Virginia, and Stellar Solutions of
Palo Alto, California, with both companies bringing a wealth
of knowledge, experience, and expertise in the areas of
specialized engineering and scientific research.

MEDALS TEAM CORE COMPETENCIES
The SLI Team brings more than 18 years of experience gained by supporting JPL on a variety of projects from Flight Systems to
Technology Demonstration efforts to the Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support (MEDALS) contract.







Systems and Analysis Engineering
Mechanical Hardware Design and Engineering
Optical System Design/Opto-Mechanical Design
Electronics Design and Performance Analysis
Electronics Packaging and Cable/Harness Engineering
Structural Analysis and Thermal Engineering







Propulsion Engineering
Radio-frequency (RF) Engineering
Cryogenics Engineering
Guidance, Navigation, and Control Services
Contamination Control Services

Sierra Lobo MEDALS Team Office
465 North Halstead Street, Suite 130, Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: (626) 510-6340 Fax: (626) 510-6360

Above: Selected examples highlighting SLI’s MEDALS team competencies
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MILAN, OHIO, OFFICE AND NEW OFFICE IN PASADENA, CA,
COORDINATE TO WIN MEDALS PROJECT
The newly-established SLI office in
Pasadena, California, exists primarily to
support the MEDALS contract at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). MEDALS is
considered an off-site contract, and instead
of being provided offices and facilities by
the Government as is the case with most
Support Service contracts, this contract
requires us to provide our own facility
within a few miles of JPL. This ensures that our staff is
available for face-to-face customer interaction without
significant travel costs or delay. Since SLI maintains our own
office and infrastructure, we are able to use these resources
for non-JPL projects for commercial customers, as well as
support other Government customers (including other SLI
contract sites). Similarly, the Technology Development and
Engineering Center (TDEC) in Milan, Ohio, has been
structured in this way since its establishment in 2001.
Although TDEC primarily serves NASA’s Glenn Research
Center (GRC), it also performs R&D, systems design and
development, testing and other technical services for a
variety of non-GRC customers. Recognizing this similarity,
the two organizations have been working closely together
(since before the MEDALS contract was awarded) to
leverage the strengths of each group and achieve more
than would be possible alone. Working this closely at an
early stage has enabled the two organizations to establish a
strong working relationship, which has already been
rewarding.
The MEDALS contract is structured so that the majority of
tasks (known as “Subcontract Work Orders”) are
competitively bid between the SLI team and two other
teams. When such an opportunity is announced, the three
bidders typically have 72 hours to identify their
recommended technical approach and develop a
comprehensive cost estimate. Since both SLI offices have
access to the technical skills and resources of their
counterparts, this effectively doubles the resources and
capabilities available during the bidding process and in the
performance of the technical work that follows.
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One recent joint Pasadena/TDEC success
story is the PRISM II project. This effort
requires structural design and analysis of
an airborne optical system, a specialty of
the Pasadena office, but also requires
the design of a vacuum vessel and
modeling of the radiation heat transfer
within it (two of several specialties of the
TDEC office). By having an established
working relationship, our two groups were able to quickly
develop a coordinated response and successfully win this
task. The two portions of the team are now working
together in close coordination using shared software tools
and a highly integrated IT network.
Another success story is the Enhanced Multimission
Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (eMMRTG) Vapor
Diffusion Modeling project. This unusual project required
specialized analysis using software and scientific skills
available at TDEC, but not offered in Pasadena. Our
successful solution was to perform the technical portion of
the work at TDEC, while performing Project Management
functions at the Pasadena office. When the final
presentation to the customer was made, it was delivered at
JPL by personnel from both offices. No other team was able
to offer this level of flexibility and responsiveness to the
customer. The project was completed on time, within
budget, and with very positive customer feedback.
In addition to these successes, the combined Pasadena/
TDEC team has been awarded two additional tasks, with
several other opportunities pending.
If you believe that the Pasadena or TDEC Engineering offices
may be able to support your needs, please contact:
Chris Smith
MEDALS Program Manager
cdsmith@sierralobo.com
Alex Yeckley
TDEC Engineered Systems Manager
ayeckley@sierralobo.com
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MEDALS EXPO HIGHLIGHTS TEAM CAPABILITIES
On October 6, 2015, the Contracting Office at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) hosted an “Expo” to promote usage
of this new contract vehicle within the Lab:








The SLI team was represented by staff from Pasadena, Milan, and Greenbelt
SLI attendees were Chris Smith (Multi-divisional Engineering, Design, Analysis Lab-wide Support [MEDALS]
Program Manager), Ara Dergevorkian (MEDALS Deputy Program Manager), Dan Motto (Business Development),
Alex Yeckley (Director of Engineered Systems), Jacqueline M. Rybacki (Business Development), and Mark
Haberbusch (Director of Research & Technology). Orbital ATK teammates included Dustin Crumb and Kelly
Dodson
The Expo gave the MEDALS team an opportunity to connect with existing and new customers
SLI used this opportunity to demonstrate Pasadena and Milan engineering capabilities
Several displays demonstrating SLI Research and Technology topics of interest to JPL were well-received
The next day was followed with division-level customer meetings to discuss their upcoming needs and our
resources available to meet them

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Aerial photo of NASA JPL

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above top left: Alex Yeckley and
Dan Motto discuss our engineering
capabilities with a JPL customer

Above top right: Chris Smith and
Ara Dergevorkian discuss client needs
with a JPL customer

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above, from left: Dan Motto, Ara Dergevorkian, Mark Haberbusch, Dustin Crumb,
Chris Smith, and Alex Yeckley commemorate a successful MEDALS Expo
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SIERRA LOBO TEAM AWARDED BAART CONTRACT
Basic and Applied Aerospace Research and Technology (BAART)
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
Sierra Lobo, Inc., as a major subcontractor to Analytical
Services & Materials, Inc. (AS&M), was awarded the Basic
and Applied Aerospace Research and Technology (BAART)
contract in Technical Track A, “Advanced Materials and
Structural Systems Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics,
and Acoustics” and Task C, “Entry, Descent, and
Landing” (EDL).

Statement of Work (SOW) assigned to our team:
Advanced Materials and Structural Systems
 Advanced Materials and Processing
 Durability, Damage Tolerance, and Reliability
 Structural Mechanics and Concepts
 Structural Dynamics

Task orders issued against this contract will range in
maturity from basic research supporting tools and
technology development, through integrated technology
demonstrations,
potentially
to
include
flight
demonstrations. Speed regimes for vehicle concepts and
performance conditions will range from subsonic through
hypersonic atmospheric flight, through continuum and
rarified flow fields. BAART was formerly known as
Structures, Materials, Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics,
and Acoustics Research and Technology 2 (SMAAART 2)
and performs Research and Technology (R&T) work.

Aerodynamics, Aerothermodynamics, and Acoustics
 Configuration Aerodynamics
 Advanced Configurations
 Integration and Interaction of Aircraft Components
 Computational Modeling and Simulation
 Flow Physics and Control
 Aerothermodynamics
 Hypersonic Airbreathing Propulsion
 Vehicle Noise Prediction and Control
 Model Systems

The contract is multiple award and includes both cost plus
fixed fee and fixed-price, task orders. The five-year contract
is valued at $402M over its lifetime.

Entry, Descent, and Landing (EDL)
 EDL Concept Development
 Enabling Technologies for EDL
 Analysis and Testing

AS&M has also teamed with Sierra Lobo on other previous
opportunities and is located in Hampton, VA. AS&M has
over 30 years of experience providing advanced research
and development services in aerospace engineering,
computational fluid dynamics, structures, materials,
software engineering, and information technology support.
AS&M also offers custom built software for engineering
and scientific applications. AS&M also has a Specialty
Coating Division that has developed innovative nanocomposite and sol-gel coatings, AeroKret (formerly
Aerocoat K) and Wearcoat, to mitigate erosion, corrosion,
cavitation, weathering, and wear.

THE BAART TEAM

All tasks are completely off-site, offering potential work for
Sierra Lobo’s Technology Development and Engineering
Center (TDEC) and our MEDALS contract facilities in
Pasadena, California.
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AEDC TOS CONTRACT UPDATE
The Arnold Engineering Development Complex
(AEDC), at Arnold Air Force Base in Tennessee,
awarded the Test Operations and Sustainment
(TOS) contract to National Aerospace Solutions,
LLC, a joint venture between, Bechtel National,
Sierra Lobo, and GP Strategies. Chugach Federal
Solutions Inc., and nLogic Inc., are teaming
subcontractors. The contract is a Cost-Plus-AwardFee (CPAF) contract that has a total value of approximately
$1.5 billion. The period of performance is eight years, in
addition to a 90-day, phase-in period.
Under the contract terms, National Aerospace Solutions
(NAS) will manage unique test operations and sustainment
activities at over $10 billion worth of infrastructure at the
world's largest and most complex flight-simulation, test and
evaluation complex at Arnold and at other Air Force facilities
in Maryland and California. The Test Operations and
Sustainment (TOS) contract includes operations of 43 wind
tunnels, rocket and turbine engine test cells, ballistic ranges,
space chambers, and other specialized testing units, as well as
technology development, equipment and facility sustainment,
capital improvements to the sites, and other services for the
AEDC. The Complex has played a role in testing nearly all of
the United States’ top-priority, aerospace programs, from
fighter jets and missiles to Apollo rockets and weather
satellites.
The contract transition period was scheduled to begin on July
1, 2015, but amid protest, the Air Force delayed the National
Aerospace Solutions, LLC (NAS) transition to performance.
The delay follows a federal claim filed against the
Government by unsuccessful bidder Innovative Test Asset
Solutions, LLC (ITAS).

into six separate divisions at the September 30, 2015,
contract end.
Under federal guidelines, ITAS could bid on only one
of the six divisional contracts. Though its bid on the
TOS contract was unsuccessful, ITAS does not plan to
give up the TOS contract to Virginia-based NAS
without a fight. The GAO sustained the protest, in
part, recommending that the Government take corrective
action and make a new source selection determination. The
Air Force did so and in November, based on the new
determination, again awarded the TOS contract to NAS.
But before NAS could begin contract performance, ITAS
filed another protest against the Government, calling the
corrective action taken in response to the GAO decision
“arbitrary and capricious.” In the protest, ITAS claims that
the agency failed to obey applicable law by “fashioning
inadequate corrective action.”
Filed with applications for a temporary restraining order
and a preliminary injunction, the federal claim prohibits the
Air Force from commencing NAS contract performance
until a decision is made. A hearing has been set for
February 2, 2016, in the United States Court of Federal
Claims. Judge Charles F. Lettow is expected to render his
decision by the middle of February 2016.
ATA is now performing on a six-month extension of its
incumbent contract to ensure continuity of operations
during contract transitions. If needed, the Air Force can
exercise a final option to extend performance of the
contract until September 30, 2016.

The TOS contract was first awarded to NAS in June; but in
August, ITAS filed a bid protest with the Government
Accountability Office (GAO), delaying the start of the contract
transition that would have had NAS take over operations
from ATA in October. According to the complaint, ITAS is a
joint venture comprised of Jacobs Technology Inc. and Pacific
Architects and Engineering (PAE) Applied Technologies.
Together, Jacobs and PAE — along with GP Strategies — also
comprise the joint venture Aerospace Testing Alliance (ATA).
ATA was the AEDC’s single main operating contractor from
October 2003 until the Air Force split the operating contract

(Photo Credit: AEDC)

Above: Aerial photo of the AEDC
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SLI EXHIBITS AT THE SPACE AND MISSILE DEFENSE SYMPOSIUM
On August 10-13, SLI’s Business Development (BD) team
exhibited at the Space and Missile Defense (SMD)
Symposium at the Von Braun Center in Huntsville, Alabama.
The SMD Symposium is the leading educational,
professional development, and networking event in the
space and missile defense community. This year’s agenda
was focused to bring together experts from the
Government and industry to share perspectives on Missile
Defense and the innovations required to develop solutions
to address future challenges brought on by increased
missile threats.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

The Sierra Lobo team enjoyed representing our industry,
while exchanging information between the Government,
military, and industry leaders to understand and
synchronize acquisition priorities with advanced capabilities
for the 21st Century.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: SLI’s BD team, Hailey Cohen, Jamie Turgeon, Kathy Arnoczky,
Charles Scales, and Chris Wallace (not pictured) attended the symposium

SLI REMINDERS FOR INCIDENT REPORTING AND EMPLOYEE SAFETY
Safety is a CORE Value of the SLI organization; from its Corporate Office to its Technology Development and Engineering
Center, and to each of its Support Service Contracts. Performing and maintaining excellent safety habits goes hand-in-hand
with proper incident reporting. That being said, it is extremely important that we all remember what to do in the event of a
close call, equipment damage, or even worse, an injury. Receiving the correct immediate care and performing proper
notification to your supervisor are two important keys to helping yourself and SLI handle these events properly. Follow these
steps when an incident occurs:






For emergencies, first make sure the area is safe and ensure co-workers are out of imminent danger
Call 911 for medical emergencies
Contact any First Responders available at your location and begin First Aid, if needed
Notify your supervisor of the incident as soon as safely possible
Later, assist him/her in filling out an incident report (TDEC-11-100-F010, unless your site requires another designated form)

Also, be sure to remember these very important points:







Prompt reporting applies not only to injuries, but also equipment/property damage, and close calls. Reporting incidents
applies to everyone! Not just technicians
Employees should NOT go to their personal physician when injured at work, but rather go to the respective medical facility
that is designated for their location. This is important for proper documentation for Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and Worker’s Compensation, and ensuring supervisors/HR are able to work with the physician in
returning the injured employee to work appropriately
When in doubt, it is better to have many reports of injuries/damage/close calls than it is to ignore them and not
communicate the events
Reporting incidents reduces the likelihood of the event re-occurring or future injuries, which may be more severe
It’s in the best interest of the injured employee to report the incident. Even the smallest things often turn into bigger
problems (cuts/scrapes getting infected, etc.). It needs to be treated properly and documented from the beginning

Safety is a frame of mind, so concentrate on it all the time, including the timely and proper reporting of incidents and injuries.
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A NOTE FROM OUR PRESIDENT, DANIEL R. LOWE
Over the past year, the Sierra Lobo team has made significant contributions to our customers’
mission and our ability to provide excellent products and services. None of this would be
possible without all of you. Here are a few highlights:





We supported RDT&E to improve technology for the war fighter
We helped advance new military aerospace platforms
We contributed to development of NASA’s manned Space Launch System
for human space flight
We were an integral part of integration and testing of the James Webb Space Telescope

I am proud to say that our employees are actively involved in many outreach programs such
as STEM, FIRST Robotics, Wounded Warrior Project, and the National Kidney Foundation, just
to name a few.
2016 brings many new opportunities to help our customers in many exciting ways. I ask that
all of you continue to strive for excellence in all you do, conduct yourselves with the highest
level of integrity, and treat safety as a value never to be compromised.
Finally, I hope each of you and your family had a wonderful holiday season!

Daniel R. Lowe
President

Sincerely yours,

Daniel R. Lowe
President

CONNECT ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Follow Sierra Lobo on social media to keep up-to-date with the latest company news and benefit from a range of useful
resources through one of the following channels:

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sierralobo
Twitter:
@SierraLobo
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/sierra-lobo-inc
We would like to expand our follower base so we can utilize these resources to quickly and efficiently disperse company and
industry news to our employees, customers, teammates, and all those with interest in the industry. It’s also a great way to
keep up with the latest work on our projects and contracts. By following our company on LinkedIn, becoming a fan on
Facebook, or following our tweets on Twitter, you can make sure that you hear the latest information first.
Connect with us and — most importantly — with each other. Take a look at our social media posts and visit our website at
www.sierralobo.com to join the conversation.
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SIERRA LOBO WELCOMES WILLIAM GALLAGHER
AS PROGRAM MANAGER OF ETIS II
William (Bill) Gallagher joined Sierra Lobo September 30,
2015. He became the Program Manager for the
Environmental Test and Integration Services (ETIS II)
contract at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
in Greenbelt, Maryland, on November 23, 2015. While Bill
is new to SLI, he has worked at GSFC as a contractor since
1987.
Bill started his career within the Department of Defense
(DoD) and NASA environments in 1981, performing
Configuration Management (CM) for electronic warfare
systems, as well as flight hardware. While at GSFC, Bill led
the CM team for the Hubble Space Telescope Servicing
Missions 1, 2, 3A and 3B. He also developed a 12-hour
CM Training Course for GSFC, which was taught for more
than 15 years.
In 2005, Bill became the Program Director for the
Program Analysis and Control (PAAC) Contract, leading
the team for ten years, earning award fee scores of 95%
and higher, including three scores of 100%. During his
tenure, the contract grew from 240 to over 500 personnel,
resulting in a contract value that more than doubled from
$140M to $300M.

William Gallagher
ETIS II Program Manager

involved with a software engineering program offered by
the University of Maryland when he worked for the
Computer Sciences Corporation.

Bill is an award winning speaker, winning numerous
Toastmasters International speaking contests at the Club,
Area, Division, and District levels. Some of the initiatives
Bill is most proud of are his utilization of strategic
employee development involving a contract mentorship
program, as well as training/certification programs. Bill
practices what he preaches, as he is a certified Project
Management Professional (PMP), a certified Lean Six
Sigma Green Belt (CLSSGB), is ITIL (Information
Technology Infrastructure Library) certified, is a Carnegie
Mellon University CMMI Associate, and is certified at the
Foundation Level with the Association of Proposal
Management Professionals (CF APMP).

Bill also has extensive experience providing business
process re-engineering consulting services at NASA and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association
(NOAA). He has won several awards throughout his
career, but his most prized award was a Corporate
Citizenship award he won in 2013. Among some of the
criteria to be considered, candidates must have promoted
knowledge-sharing across the enterprise, and served as a
role model in upholding company values. The award
stated "Your commitment, dedication and leadership
contributed to our customer's mission success as well as
our organization's success."

In his spare time, Bill also has earned a Bachelor of
Science (BS) degree in Business Management and a BS in
Computer Management & Information Sciences from the
University of Maryland University College. He also was

Bill's love for NASA can be most easily seen by simply
calling for his dog, Hubble. Bill has been happily married
for over 30 years to Vicki, and they have a 19 year-old
son, Brian.
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OHIO VETERANS SET SAIL ON SANDUSKY BAY
The Sandusky Sailing Club “Learn to Sail”, in conjunction
with Adaptive Adventures, has brought an adapted sailing
program to Sandusky Bay and the local region. The
program is designed to make sailing accessible for
children, adults, and veterans of all abilities. Sandusky is
the base for three Windrider W17 AS sailboats and a
Corsair F28R that have been donated to the program.
Sierra Lobo held a sailing event with members of the Ohio
Veterans Home (OVH) event late this past summer. We
had perfect weather with a nice and steady breeze at five
to eight knots, lots of sun, and temperatures in the low
70s. There was a great representation of veterans from all
services and a broad range of ages. The oldest was a
WWII Seaman that is 99 years young. He really enjoyed
getting out on the water, but he clearly enjoyed riding in
the boson’s chair and swinging out of his wheelchair and
into the Corsair the most. The veterans had varying
mobility challenges that seemed to disappear as they
sailed on the waters. One double above-the-knee

amputee enjoyed sailing in a Windrider around Sandusky
bay for over an hour.
The event included two flotillas with a vet on each of the
Windriders and three vets plus OVH staff and a few
volunteers on the Corsair. There were corn hole games set
up for people to play as they waited their turn to go for a
sail. Lunch was provided by Sierra Lobo and prepared by
volunteers from Sandusky Sailing Club and the Sandusky
Church of the Nazarene. There was a total of 14
volunteers, including SLI’s Sandy Kordupel and Sara
Satornino, who provided plenty of help, and pulled off a
wonderful lunch.
All in all, everyone enjoyed the incredible day and many
of the veterans said it was the best day they had
experienced in years. We are already looking forward to
the next event with OVH.
Thanks to all that helped to make this a success!

(Photo Credit: SLI)
(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)
(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Sierra Lobo attendees enjoy sailing and festivities with Ohio Veterans, OVH staff, and volunteers
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GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER COMMERCIALIZATION
All test facilities are located under one roof at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

S PACE S IMULATION T ESTING

E LECTROMAGNETIC (EMI) T ESTING



Perform thermal vacuum, thermal balance, and bake-out
tests in chambers that range from 3' diameter x 4' length
to 27' diameter x 40' height





Simulate on-orbit space environments down to vacuum
pressures of <1 x 10-5 Torr and temperatures in the GN2
(-140C to +150C or -220F to +302F) and LN2
(-190C or -310F) range
Achieve required thermal control zones using thermal
conditioning units, cryo-panels, cold plates, and heater
control racks
Monitor contamination and the outgassing rates with
chamber cold-finger and Thermoelectric Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (TQCM)








S TRUCTURAL D YNAMICS T ESTING


M ECHANICAL I NTEGRATION S ERVICES













Two independent test facilities provide a minimum of 20dB
absorption and 6dB absorption of normally incident
electromagnetic waves, above 20 MHz
Contains internally-generated, radiated electromagnetic
waves with a combination of energy-absorbing panels and
wall-mounted ferrite tiles for optimized (Photo
anechoic
Credit: SLI)
performance
Conduct magnetic dipole moment testing and spacecraft
magnetometer calibration in a 9.5-ft diameter Helmholtz
coil facility

Fabricate, assemble, and build flight hardware and GSE
Manage and perform spacecraft handling operations
Provide cleanrooms, including the world's largest Class
10K cleanroom, for integration activities
Flight hardware precision assembly
Ground support equipment assembly
Scaffolding assembly, use, and inspection
Pyrotechnics handling and installation
CNC and manual machining
Fork lift and crane operations
Mobile aerial platform operations
Orbital and traditional welding certifications
Provide structural analysis, mechanical design, and
assembly








Acoustic test facility is comprised of a 39' x 27' x 42'
reverberation chamber, acoustic horns, 8 microphones,
noise generators, control console, and data handling
system
Mass properties measurement facility measures hardware
weight, Center of Gravity (CG), Moment of Inertia (MOI),
and Product of Inertia (POI)
Modal survey test facility measures dynamic response
characteristics of aerospace structures
Static load equipment used for testing strength
qualifications
Vibration test equipment utilizes electro-dynamic exciters
to apply the force and amplification
High capacity centrifuge used for strength testing has a
nominal test radius of 60’; and maximum acceleration
forces of 30g

FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF FACILITY SPECIFICATIONS AND CAPABILITIES, PLEASE VISIT:

www.SpaceTestFacilities.com
Rick Palmisano
Commercial Business Manager
Sierra Lobo, Inc.
(301) 286-5754
rick.palmisano@nasa.gov

Space Environment Simulator (SES)

Spacecraft Magnetic Test Facility (SMTF)

High Capacity Centrifuge (HCC)
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SLI EXHIBITS AT SPACECOM 2015
On November 17–19, 2015, Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) exhibited at
the first annual SpaceCom, The Space Commerce Conference
and Exposition, which was located in Houston, Texas.

2015 Show Details
Date

Nov. 17-19, 2015

Location

Houston, TX

SpaceCom exhibitors and attendees consisted of domestic
and international stakeholders from both public and private
sectors. SpaceCom was a three-day event that brought
together global companies that fuel business innovation
across the aerospace, medical, energy, transportation,
maritime, communications, and advanced manufacturing
industries.
Mark Haberbusch, our Director of Research and Technology,
presented systems developed for space exploration that are
directly applicable to supporting terrestrial exploration. Mark
introduced such technologies as cubesats for infrared
imaging, underwater vehicle energy systems, Stirling engines
for high temperature cooling operations, and sensors for oil/
water level detection.
The conference was a great venue and set the stage for SLI
to showcase our latest innovations, including the CryoCube™
CubeSat and the Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat Engine
(TASHE). Overall, our presence at SpaceCom was a success as
we were frequently visited by attendees and both the
CryoCube™ and TASHE display models grabbed the attention
of many participants.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above, upper right: The Sierra Lobo exhibit
Above, lower left: Mark Haberbusch presents SLI’s
space exploration technologies

RTAPS2 CONTRACT AT NASA GRC PROGRESS
Sierra Lobo is excited to be able to provide, for the next five years, a virtual
space propulsion division to the NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) and their
customers through the Research and Technologies for Aerospace Propulsion
Systems 2 (RTAPS2) contract. Our team of small businesses, universities, and non
-profits provide a unique breadth of knowledge and capability for the design,
fabrication, and testing of a number of space propulsion systems. These include
electric systems, liquid systems, rocket-based-combined cycle, and advanced
systems such as nuclear propulsion, as well as cryogenic and storable propellant
systems.
For more information contact Mark Haberbusch at 419-499-9653 Ext. 119 or
mhaberbusch@sierralobo.com.
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NASA’S EVENING WITH THE STARS
This year’s NASA’s “Evening with
the Stars” event was held on
Tuesday, October 20, 2015, at
Cleveland’s
Western
Reserve
Historical Society. The event
celebrated the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics’ (NACA) 100th anniversary and
highlighted NASA Glenn’s unique research and technology
innovations.
The reception was filled with energetic speakers and

(Photo Credit: HX5 Sierra)

outstanding imagery. The keynote
speakers included Dr. David
Manzella, who presented on InSpace Propulsion and Cryogenic
Fluids
Management—Solar
Electric Propulsion; Dr. Brian
Motil, who spoke on Physical Sciences and Biomedical
Technologies in Space—International Space Station
Microgravity; and Daniel Raible, who gave insight on
Communications, Technology and Development—Optical
Communications.

(Photo Credit: WRHS)
(Photo Credit: WRHS)
(Photo Credit: HX5 Sierra)

Above, middle: Members of the TFOME II contract (left to right) Vic Canacci (Jacobs), Paul Butterfield (HX5 Sierra), E. Allen Arrington (HX 5 Sierra),
Kamana Katiyar (HX5 Sierra), and Brian Rice (HX5 Sierra) attend the events held at the Western Reserve Historical Society (far right and left)

SLI’S 2015 INAUGURAL
WOUNDED WARRIORS PROJECT CAMPAIGN
We would like to sincerely thank the Sierra Lobo employees, teammates, and
consultants for donations made to our very first Wounded Warrior Project®
Campaign. Between your gracious gifts and our company contribution, we
raised $12,751.00. This amount will be sent to the Wounded Warrior Project
Headquarters. It is with generous gestures from supportive individuals like you
that Wounded Warrior Project® has been able to take on and accomplish its
Mission – “To honor and empower Wounded Warriors.”
Once again, THANK YOU for your contributions. We look forward to your
continued support in next year’s campaign!
(Photo Credit: NASA)
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NASA GODDARD OPTIMUS PRIME
Goddard Space Flight Center / July 15-17, 2015

Sierra Lobo
$3,000 Sponsorship

Like OPTIMUS PRIME, spinoffs come from space. They are among us, right now, in forms you may not recognize.
NASA spinoff technologies, like OPTIMUS PRIME, work to save lives and protect our planet.
The NASA OPTIMUS PRIME Challenge
The Challenge was for students to learn about and
demonstrate the benefits of NASA technologies. Students
shared NASA technology information with their peers, and
parent and teacher involvement was essential.
Challenge Rules and Guidelines
This was open to students in grades 3 through 12. Each
student had the opportunity to learn about a NASA spinoff
and to demonstrate their knowledge of the technology in a
three-minute video. Videos were uploaded, finalists were
selected based upon a public vote, and then NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center professionals selected the
winners. Voting took place in March and April, and a
Winner’s Celebration took place in July 2015, for
Elementary, Middle, and High School winners.
Website: http://itpo.gsfc.nasa.gov/optimus/
challenge_overview.php

Sponsor Opportunities
Sponsors had the opportunity to speak to the audience
(three minutes) or assist with award presentations. They were
able to showcase technology in an exhibit area for hands-on
learning. A premium listing was available in the program,
which included promotional text and link. A press release
announced participation, and VIP tours of NASA Goddard
were offered. There was a NASA photo opportunity, and
each sponsor was included in social media.

Celebration
Workshop
Details
OP Challenge winners were
invited to attend a two-day
workshop at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center. The
workshop
included
an
awards ceremony and a VIP
tour of the Goddard Space
Flight Center. They worked
alongside
Goddard
professionals for two days
to produce a short PSA
about
NASA
Spinoff
Above: Optimus Prime
Technologies
and
how
spinoffs are part of our everyday life.

WE ARE KNOWN BY THE TRACKS WE LEAVE...

About the Awards Ceremony
 Date: July 15-17, 2015
 Location: NASA Goddard Visitors Center, Greenbelt,
Maryland
 100 students ranging in age from 10 to 17 years old
from the DC area were invited to attend as VIP student
guests
 Other invited guests included NASA Goddard scientists,
elected officials, and other VIP adult guests, including
Master of Ceremony, Peter Cullen (voice of Optimus
Prime)
 Other speakers included NASA Officials and Astronauts
 Ceremony was followed by delicious offerings and a
chance to meet real life spinoff technology companies
and other related businesses
 Hands on activities were offered for participants

Sponsor Dollars
Sponsorship dollars paid airfare expenses to bring winners
and chaperones to the celebration ($6000 estimated cost). It
covered their lodging expenses ($2500 estimated cost) and
paid for food for the celebration and other workshop
lunches ($5000 estimated cost). Goddard labor costs and
monetary awards to each winner were also paid by
sponsorship dollars.
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SLI’S TDEC FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY:
Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat Engine (TASHE) for Space Power and Cooling

(Photo Credit: SLI)

NASA S PACE P OWER

AND

C OOLING N EEDS



NASA requires highly efficient and reliable power
convertors to conduct planetary exploration and
space missions



Sierra Lobo TASHE designed to support duplex
cooling and power generation for Venus surface
missions



High efficiency is necessary to reduce the number of
GPHS units, decreasing the cost to the space
program



Reliability is a necessity for mission success



The Sierra Lobo TASHE Space Power Convertor has
the potential to meet these requirements based on
its inherent design features and mode of operation

Above: TASHE Replaces Displacer Piston with Thermal Buffer Tube for
Thermal Isolation and Gas Inertance Tube for Power Transfer

Sierra Lobo Space Power TASHE has Clear Advantage over State-of-the-Art (Photo
Convertor
Credit: SLI/Jacobs)
TASHE P ERFORMANCE

DeltaEC
(12 kW)

Test

DeltaEC
(TSPC)

Frequency (Hz)

30

29.3

130

Hot Heat Exchanger Metal Temperature (K)

955

945

1000

Main Cold Heat Exchanger Metal Temperature (K)

296

287

300

TASHE Input Power at Hot Heat Exchanger (kW)

11.51

10.78

0.891

Pressure Amplitude at Load Inlet (psia)

62.5

62.4

49.7

PV Acoustic Power Output (kW)

4.51

3.92

0.3

C ONTACT

TASHE Actual Acoustic Power Efficiency (%)

39.1

36.4

33.7

56

52

48

Mark Haberbusch
Director of Research and Technology
Email: mhaberbusch@sierralobo.com

Parameters

Acoustic Power Efficiency as Percent of Carnot (%)
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The system achieves acoustic power
efficiencies at the design point of 36.4%



DeltaEC model predictions match test data
within 10% validating model



Scaling TASHE power scales cross-sectional
flow areas proportionally, roughly preserving
component lengths, while minor scaling
effects result in little to no change in efficiency
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CRYOCUBE-1 MISSION STATUS UPDATES
The CryoCube-1 (CC-1) mission is to demonstrate thermal management technologies and collect data on cryogenic fluid
phenomena in microgravity. Work toward flight readiness continues, with some of the recent progress including:











Compatibility between CryoCube’s transceiver and the Near Earth Network has been identified and corrected. Tony
Carta and Nick Pack at KSC worked with GSFC to determine that the transmitter’s I/Q modulator outputs were reversed
compared to what the GSFC receiver expects. The correction was a change to the transceiver’s firmware
The deployable solar panels are complete. They’re a semi-custom configuration that includes features for improved
thermal management; Solar cells are mounted only on deployable panels, and the body-mounting system attaches
without bridging thermal breaks
Major rework of the experiment interface board design has been completed. A board for imaging was combined with
the original experiment interface board to make room for reaction wheels. The first build of the revised board is in
progress
A paper by Alex Walker of SLI on cubesat attitude control, “A Solely Magnetic Genetic-Fuzzy Attitude Control
Algorithm for a CubeSat,” was accepted for publication in the Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets
The CC-1 engineering model has been shown at several conferences in the SLI booth, including the Space Tech Expo in
Long Beach, CA; the 15th Annual Space and Missile Defense Conference in Huntsville, AL; the MEDALS Expo on the
campus of JPL in Pasadena, CA; and the first ever SpaceCom conference in Houston, TX. The engineering model is
shown below
Mark Haberbusch presented a poster at SmallSat in Logan, UT on “Cryogenic Thermal Management for CryoCube-1”

Figure 1: Engineering Model of CC-1










F EATURES
Can carry payloads that are incompatible with
experiments on the International Space Station, e.g., liquid
oxygen or liquid hydrogen
Attitude control/sunshield combination provides
temperatures in experiment unit below 100K, or below
30K with addition of active cooling
Supports long duration (multiple month) experiments
Can capture images of low-temperature payloads
Thermal management approach is applicable to largescale spacecraft
Can serve as bus for other payloads
(1.5U payload volume available)
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HELIUM RECLAMATION SYSTEM UPGRADE PLANNED
Extremely large quantities of helium are being used
during rocket engine testing each year at various test
facilities. Helium supplies are finite and helium costs
will increase significantly as the supply decreases. Sierra
Lobo (SLI) has received a subcontract to participate in a
Phase I NASA Stennis Space Center Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) with FuelCellsEtc (FCE) and
the Hawaii Natural Energy Institute (HNEI) to address
key issues that will advance the commercialization of
the SLI Helium Recovery System (HRS), which was
tested in 2013 at the Stennis Space Center. FCE will use
their extensive technical expertise in Membrane
Electrode Assembly (MEA) design and manufacturing as
well as stack hardware design to address the two
primary limitations to the existing HRS technology:
longevity and throughput.
The advanced MEA designs will be tested by HNEI to
confirm performance. SLI will develop the system
design to integrate the FCE advanced stack hardware
into the HRS system, which will
provide 10x the helium
Above: The 5000HP fan in the Icing Research Tunnel (IRT) at Glenn Research Center (GRC)
(Photo Credit: SLI)
recovery throughput as
compared to the previous HRS
system.
As part of the Phase I Final Report, a Phase II proposal
will be submitted to NASA to develop and demonstrate
the HRS fuel cell stack technology at the end of Phase
II. Brad Stoops, Principal Investigator for SLI, states,
“This advanced technology will provide the foundation
for a modular HRS platform which can meet customer
requirements for even larger helium throughput
recovery requirements.” The Sierra Lobo HRS is shown
in figure 1.

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Figure 1: Helium Reclamation System (HRS)

Above: Various views of Sierra Lobo’s Helium Reclamation System (HRS)
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SEAPERCH PROGRAM EXPANDS STUDENTS’ HORIZONS
SeaPerch has arrived for the first time
for seventh grade students at the
Lorain Community Middle School in
Lorain, Ohio. SeaPerch is an
innovative
underwater
robotics
program (http://www.seaperch.org)
that equips teachers and students with the resources they
need to build an underwater Remotely Operated Vehicle
(ROV) in school.
Building a SeaPerch ROV teaches basic skills in ship and
submarine design, encourages students to explore naval
architecture, and teaches about marine and ocean
engineering principles. Students cut, drill, assemble the
structure, solder leads to motors, water-proof motors,
solder components to the controller circuit board, and
assemble the controller. Teams competed for prize money
by driving their vehicles in an underwater obstacle course in
a local pool.
Science teacher, Mr. Meagrow, and math teacher, Mr.
Skorvanek, arranged students in teams that included an

engineer, scientist, logistics person,
and a project manager. Sierra Lobo
sponsored the competition, providing
the materials for the vehicles, and the
tool kits used to fabricate the
SeaPerch vehicles. Volunteers from
the Sierra Lobo Technology Development and Engineering
Center in Milan, Ohio, still visit the school on SeaPerch day
once a week to help the students and to talk to them about
their professional experiences.
Mark Haberbusch, who leads the Sierra Lobo volunteer
effort, says he likes seeing the students having to work
through and solve real-world problems to accomplish their
goals. “Every student is allowed to conduct all tasks needed
to build the SeaPerch, including soldering components to
the circuit board. That is a real challenge, but they all step
up and do a great job,” says Haberbusch. The photo below
shows the first team to complete their build and begin inwater testing of their vehicle in a small tub. The team
consisted of Josh, Londyn, and Alyssa. Congratulations to all
of the students participating in the program!

Sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR)
Managed by The AUVSI Foundation
Q: Where did the SeaPerch name come from?
A: Mr. Harry Bohm, the inventor of the original SeaPerch,
explains that the name SeaPerch came from the USS Perch, a
highly decorated World War II U.S. submarine.
USS Perch was one of a new breed of American submarines
and was the first to incorporate an early form of air
conditioning. She was launched May 9, 1936, by the Electric
Boat Company in Groton, CT, and was scuttled by her crew
in the Java Sea on March 3, 1942, after being severely
damaged during a Japanese depth charge attack two days
earlier. The crew was captured and sent to a Japanese
prisoner of war camp; all but six of the 54 men and five
officers onboard returned home after the war.
Her wreckage was discovered in November 2006 by an
international team of divers off the coast of Java and was the
object of archeological diver exploration.

(Photo
Credit: P
ACWA
(Photo Credit: PEO ACWA)

Above: First SeaPerch test at Lorain Community Middle School, Lorain,
Ohio. Student team includes Josh, Londyn, and Alyssa
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TDEC SUPPORTS EFFORT AT NASA-GRC TO REACTIVATE
THE ALTITUDE COMBUSTION STAND (ACS) FACILITY

(Photo
Credit:
PEO

o
PEO
A)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above, left: Aerojet-Rocketdyne Injector
Test, Rocket Lab Hardware MIP Nozzle Test

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above, right: NASA-GRC’s Altitude Combustion Stand (ACS)

Left: Propellant Conditioning & Feed System; Chill-down at
NASA-GRC’s ACS

(Photo Credit: SLI)

In 2009, the newly relocated Altitude Combustion Stand
(ACS) at NASA-GRC’s Research Combustion Laboratory
(RCL) was activated and initial testing was performed on
a 100-lb thrust rocket engine. This test stand is designed
to simulate high-altitude environments during the testing
of small to mid-size rocket engines up to 2,000 lbs. of
thrust. The site has propellant support for various
cryogenic propellants including liquid hydrogen,
methane, and oxygen. Coolants such as liquid argon and
nitrogen can also be utilized.
The SLI TDEC group contributed to the initial activation
effort in 2008 by designing and fabricating a Propellant
Conditioning and Feed System (PCFS) that gave the test
site the ability to precisely control the temperature of
cryogenic propellants supplied to the engine when
testing rockets powered by liquid methane and oxygen.
This new equipment provided a unique combination of
test capabilities not available elsewhere. The highaltitude simulation is produced by the facility’s nitrogen
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ejector system consisting of multiple ejector stages. This
system is capable of producing a controlled-pressure
environment ranging from sea-level (14.7 psia) to
simulated altitudes of up to 130,000 feet (0.03 psia).
The relocation of this test stand was made necessary after
the city of Cleveland decided it needed additional land
for the Cleveland-Hopkins Airport expansion project back
in the late 1990’s. Between 2009-2010, over 100 hot fire
tests were performed at the site. Since then, the facility
has been mostly dormant.
However, due to recent renewed interest in the unique
capabilities of this test facility, it is now being reactivated.
To support this effort, the SLI-TDEC group has been
contracted to assist with a broad range of support
activities, ranging from thermal analysis to operational
design support. The goal of this reactivation effort is to
perform a hot-fire test early next summer with additional
capabilities demonstrated a few months later.
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ATOM CONTRACT: NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER (ARC)
Aerospace Testing and Facilities Operations and Maintenance (ATOM)
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI), as part of the Aeronautic Test
Operations and Maintenance (ATOM III) contract team
including Jacobs Technology, and Qualis, provides
Maintenance, Operations, and Engineering support for
NASA’s ArcJet Facilities, Ballistic Ranges, and Wind Tunnels.
SLI has been providing outstanding technical support to
NASA for the last seventeen years over three successive
ATOM contracts. SLI is currently in their sixth year on the
five-year ATOM III contract. The result of the ATOM IV
Contract recompetition is awaiting the formal selection
announcement by NASA.
On the ATOM III contract, SLI manages all technical support
activities for the Thermophysics Facilities Branch, Code TSF,
which includes four Arc Jets, two Ballistic Ranges, a shock
tube, and several smaller facilities. In addition, SLI supports
a materials lab for the manufacture of sensors and material
models used in the testing of heat shields for atmospheric
reentry vehicles and for the fabrication and testing of flight
instruments installed on the actual space vehicles.
The largest TSF support activity on the ATOM contract is for
the operation and maintenance of NASA’s premier Arc Jet
complex. On any given day, the complex can operate four
different Arc Jets ranging in power from 10 Megawatts up
to 60 Megawatts. Support is also provided for all necessary
auxiliary systems, which include high pressure Deionized
Cooling Water, High Pressure Air, Argon, Oxygen, Nitrogen,
(Photo Credit: NASA)

and CO2 gas systems, high-pressure, steam boiler capable
of generating 200,000 lbs. of steam per hour, the block long
Steam Ejection Vacuum system, and both a 20 MW and a
150 MW DC power supplies used to power the Arc Heaters.
The highlight this month is the Steam Vacuum System
(SVS), which was built in the 1960s for the Apollo program,
and has been in constant use since then for testing thermal
protection materials for every manned space flight program,
as well as most unmanned NASA missions. The SVS is the
method used to reduce the pressure in the Test Chamber to
reentry altitudes where the heat shield receives the highest
heating. The hard part of pumping down the test chamber
is to maintain the vacuum while firing off a plasma rocket
used to generate the necessary energy and pressure to
simulate the correct entry speed and atmospheric content
to test the material.
The SVS facility is more than 50-years old, and operating
and maintaining this critical infrastructure is the ultimate
challenge. Most pumps and motors are no longer
manufactured, so replacement requires adapting intake and
discharge of the pump to the different dimensions of the
existing piping. Similar problems exist in almost every valve
(Photo Credit: Google Maps)
and actuator, position indicator and limit switch, vacuum
gauge, safety relief, and all other instrumentation. For these
types of replacements, our facilities’ engineers are
constantly reversing old engineering designs and
redesigning using new components.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above, from left to right: NASA Ames Arc Jet Complex looking south,
SVCS southwest side facing north, SVS northwest side looking east
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Over the past year, the vacuum shell has been repaired
several times to maintain the water jackets on the diffusers
for two different arc jets legs, a 440 volt AC actuator and
isolation valve on the first stage of the SVS has been
replaced, two second stage isolation valve actuators have
been replaced, a six-inch vacuum steam drain line was
replaced (due to rusting), and two legs on the north plenum
were removed and blanked off to facilitate future facilities
upgrades. In addition, during the 2015 Christmas shutdown,
we repaired two structural cracks in the two six-foot

diameter J-2 diffusers that are suspended 25 feet off the
ground, and replaced the 50-year old E-1 direct contact
condenser mechanical Level controller with a new magnetic
level indicator and digital controller.
At the same time, our staff is assisting Ames facilities
engineering project team working on a new SVS threeboiler, plant replacement, a new SVS NOx Scrubber System,
a new Heat Exchanger in the AHF leg of the South Plenum,
and two new arc jet SVS diffusers in the North Plenum.

THE HYPERVELOCITY FREE-FLIGHT AERODYNAMIC FACILITY
The Hypervelocity Free-Flight Aerodynamic Facility (HFFAF),
located in the NASA Ames Range Complex, is a combined
Ballistic Range and Shock-tube Driven Wind Tunnel that is
used to examine the aerodynamic characteristics and flowfield structural details of free-flying aeroballistic models. The
HFFAF (figure 1) has a
75’ long, 39” diameter
test section equipped
with 16 shadowgraphimaging stations. Each
station can be used to
capture an orthogonal
pair of images of a
hypervelocity model in
(Photo Credit: NASA)
flight.
Figure 1: HFFAF Test Section

A project led by Sierra
Lobo mechanical engineer Dickson Yeung is planning to
replace all 72 porthole windows in the facility. A few of the
windows have been replaced over time because they were
badly scratched (figure 2) by debris flying off from the
hypervelocity models at impact; however, most of the
existing windows date to the construction of the facility in
the mid-1960’s. NASA
Ames Pressure System
Safety requires the new
windows to have ten
times safety factor under
vacuum load, but the
size and thickness of the
new windows had to
(Photo Credit: NASA)
remain the same so that
the new windows can be Figure 2: An existing porthole window
with scratch marks at the bottom
installed into the existing
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Figure 3: New 13” diameter (right) and 16” diameter (left) sample windows

window frames. Furthermore, the new windows need to
maintain the same optical properties required for high
speed shadowgraph-imaging. Dickson designed the new
windows to meet all these requirements. He worked with
the glass manufacturer to determine the most cost-effective
material and machining process.
After two sample fabrication trials (figure 3), the windows
are now ready for full production. The windows are made of
striae free Grade A fused silica. The sizes of the windows are
13” diameter and 16” diameter, and 1” thick and 1.25” thick,
respectively. The project cost is estimated at $400,000.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

Figure 4: Vacuum testing a sample window
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ATOM CONTRACT: NASA AMES RESEARCH CENTER (ARC)
ATOM-STAR LABS SUPPORT
(Photo Credit: NASA)

At NASA’s Ames Research Center (ARC), Sierra Lobo, as part
of an integrated team, provides support to the NASA’s Space,
Telecommunications, and Radioscience Laboratory (STAR)
Labs. The labs are in the process of qualifying the radiometer
for the aft heat shield of the Mars 2020 probe under the
MEDLI2 project. Mars 2020 will be the next Mars rover, and is
being led by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The
qualification article passed environmental, vibration, and
shock testing. It will be integrated into a panel model that will
be tested in the PTF (Panel Test Facility) at ARC’s arc jet
facility.
Processing of the Orion EFT-1 heat shield samples is
progressing. Earlier this year, STAR Labs lead the effort to
recover select blocks from the post-flight heat shield of the
Orion capsule. These blocks are currently being surface
scanned by laser. We will then evaluate their char layer
density profiles. Some minor destructive testing will also be
performed to quantify their material characteristics under a
scanning electron microscope.
Some of the temperature data received from the EFT-1 flight
vehicle appears to have been influenced slightly by ElectroMagnetic Interference (EMI) in select regions of the return
profile. NASA’s Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD)
has requested STAR Labs propose improvements to the DFI
thermocouple instrumentation it will use in the second
vehicle, EM-1, to make it less susceptible to EMI. It has also
(Photo Credit: NASA)
asked the lab to propose an aft heat shield heat-flux sensor
and explore a new method of measuring the fore shield’s
ablation during re-entry. The labs have previously successfully
developed and tested (in Phenolic Impregnated Carbon
Ablator [PICA]) an optical recession sensor, and they have
designed a new model utilizing molded Avcoat (replacing the
EFT-1’s honeycomb-based Avcoat). In addition, we have
designed diode clusters in plugs with the same profile as the
EFT-1’s instrumented plugs. These diodes will trigger when
they are exposed to the Ultra Violet (UV) radiation of the heat
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

Figure 1, top left: Radiometer in the thermal vacuum chamber
Figure 2, above right: Radiometer atop the vibration test rig
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo
Credit:
NASA)

Figure 3: Diode cluster on its circuit board
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Figure 4: EFT-1 Avcoat flight block

Figure 5: Laser scanned image of
the Avcoat block
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shield’s shock. These articles will be tested in December
2016 at the ARC arc jet facility.
Along with the labs’ internal instrumentation research and
development, it continues to support several other
projects from external customers like Sierra Nevada and
the NASA Space Technology Division’s branches (TSA, TSS,
and TSM). This support has been in the form of
instrumentation of the Adaptable, Deployable, Entry
Placement Technology (ADEPT) heat shield test articles
(ADEPT is a new folding carbon fiber heat shield), as well
as model construction for Orion’s Insight/Oversight group
developing the new block-type heat shield for EM-1.
The STAR Labs also supported the RD2 micro space
capsule test articles, a joint project with Terminal Velocity
Aerospace, LLC (TVC) and Georgia Tech. The Thermal

Protection System (TPS) was developed at ARC, and the
labs designed its installation and instrumentation on fore
and aft carrier structures. The shells were insulated with a
total of eight tailored TPS panels each containing an
instrumented plug with embedded thermocouples. The
capsules were successfully tested in the Interaction
Heating Facility (IHF) at the ARC arc jet facility.
The lab also supported the model’s pre and post surface
laser scans and post-test ablation evaluation. The next step
will be the fabrication of flight articles. TVC will launch the
flight assemblies on a small rocket just outside of the
Earth’s atmosphere. As the units re-enter, an internal data
acquisition system will collect the thermal data
performance of the TPS. It is planned that future units will
also be used to return experiments from the International
Space Station (ISS).

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Figure 7: Diode test article
Figure 6: Instrumentation at the back of TSS’s ADEPT
aeroshell test article

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Figure 8: Assembled RD2 micro capsule
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Figure 9: Instrumentation of the aft portion of
the RD2 aeroshell
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CMOE CONTRACT: NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER (LARC)
Center Maintenance, Operations,
and Engineering (CMOE)
NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
(Photo Credit: NASA)

JOSEPH J. JACOBS MASTER BUILDER AWARD
Doug Cook, Jacobs General Manager of the Center Maintenance, Operations, and
Engineering (CMOE) contract, informed the CMOE team that CMOE was selected to
receive the Joseph J. Jacobs Master Builder Award for 2015 for the Steam Plant Upgrade
Project. The project team included workforce members from all directorates of the
contract and well represented the partnership between Jacobs and the teammates
supporting CMOE. Sierra Lobo employee Mike Croft was included from the Facility
Operations directorate.
(Photo Credit: NASA)
Above: Mike Croft,
CMOE Facility Operations

ENERGY ACTION HEROES:
Steve Bollman (Jacobs) and Mike Croft (Sierra Lobo)
Mike Croft deservingly received a spotlight of
attention on the CMOE team in 2015. Croft is the
steam plant Operations Manager. Mike Croft and
Steve Bollman, Jacobs steam plant manager, were
featured in the NEWS@LaRC on October 29, 2015, as
having “two of the hottest jobs at NASA Langley.” The
article mentions awards that Bollman and Croft have
received (along with colleagues) including the
Hampton/NASA Steam Plant, a 2012 Federal Energy
and Water Management Award, and 2013 Governor’s
Environmental Excellence Awards as a result of the
teams’ commitment to being “stewards of our
environment.”
(Photo Credit: NASA/David C. Bowman)

You can find the whole story authored by Joe Atkinson
at: http://newsatlarc.larc.nasa.gov/?p=1796.
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Above: Steve Bollman and Mike Croft
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NASA LANGLEY CENTENNIAL PREVIEW EVENT
In preparation of the upcoming 2017 Centennial, NASA
Langley held a Preview Event which included an aerial photo
of the employees outside the NASA hangar. Events to
commemorate this anniversary started in 2016 and will gather
momentum in the centennial year of 2017.
On October 27, an estimated 1,000 people bunched onto the
apron of the center’s historic hangar to pose for an aerial
centennial photo. To create the image, workers from across
the center and returning retirees stepped into spaces marked
in white on the pavement. Together, they formed a living
numeral 100 to represent a century of extraordinary
achievements in aerospace and science.
Organizers are planning musical events, a symposium, a road
race, an open house, and an event that would feature a flying
armada of 100 unmanned aerial vehicles. Centennial
festivities will reach a climax on July 17, 2017. On that day,
one hundred years earlier, construction began on the Langley
Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. It was the nation’s first
civilian aeronautics research facility.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: On October 27, 2015, employees, retirees and family members
gathered for an aerial centennial photo outside the historic hangar at
NASA's Langley Research Center. A NASA photographer captured the
image while flying in a helicopter supplied by Joint Base Langley-Eustis

The photo shoot video can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4wrf5E6iks#t=11.

LEADERSHIP CHANGES

AT

NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER

At NASA Langley Research Center it seems
like 2015 has been the year of leadership
changes. All three of the LaRC Center Director
level roles have changed hands and
transitioned from “acting” to permanent rolls
for Dave Bowles, Center Director; Clayton
Turner, Deputy Director; and Cathy Mangum,
Associate Director. Even though the LaRC
leadership has changed, “they say that the
workforce at Langley shouldn’t expect a big
shift in culture, goals, and priorities.”
You can find the whole story authored by
Sam McDonald at:
http://newsatlarc.larc.nasa.gov/?p=1102.

(Photo Credit: NASA/David C. Bowman)

Above: Dave Bowles, Center Director; Cathy Mangum, Associate Director;
Clayton Turner, Deputy Director
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ETIS II CONTRACT: NASA GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Environmental Test and Integration Services II (ETIS II)
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
On September 26, 2015, the
public was invited to attend
Explore NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt,
Maryland, the first time in four
years, in celebration of Hubble's
25th
anniversary.
Event
organizers at Goddard reported
that over 20,000 people came for
an exclusive look at the center’s work.
Visitors participated in more than 130 science, engineering,
and technology activities; heard from Goddard’s brightest
minds, including Nobel laureate John Mather; and
interacted with astronauts like Hubble servicing mission
veteran John Grunsfeld.
More than ten buildings on Goddard’s campus were opened
to visitors, including tours of the Spacecraft Integration and
Test Facility, where satellites are put together and tested to
withstand the rigors of space, and where a majority of our
ETIS II employees work. Attendees also had a chance to see
Goddard’s High Bay Cleanroom. In this, the largest facility of
its kind in the world, engineers are currently constructing
the James Webb Space Telescope, successor to the Hubble
Space Telescope. The operations of this facility are also
handled by ETIS II employees.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Nate Block, Joe McMahon, Mary Ann
Geinzer, Kevin Redman, and Tony Skaff

Hundreds of the center’s staff were on hand to explain their
work to attendees, including many ETIS II employees
supporting in numerous capacities such as preparations,
crowd control, and guide. One employee in particular, Bill
Chambers, SLI Project Engineer, performed six hours of walk
around magic tricks. Bill combined his love of magic and
engineering to perform anti-gravity rope magic, color
changing rings from Saturn, and vanishing moon balls to
entertain that day.

(Photo Credits: SLI/NASA)

Above: Sights from NASA GSFC’s open house on September 26, 2015
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ETIS II AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS
Many of our ETIS II employees were recognized for outstanding effort over the past six
months. The list includes:












Tiffany Davis acknowledged for her outstanding performance during the absence of the
shipping and receiving coordinator
Patty Slavinski consistently stepped up to provide outstanding services to internal
customers during time when members of the procurement team were temporarily
unavailable
Joe McMann recognized for his support of the OSIRIS-REx Visible and IR Spectrometer
(OVIRS) project metrology testing
Alex Schaeffer recognized for his support of the Neutron star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER) program
Fred Richards acknowledged for his dedication in support of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) for maintaining
the mirror checkout operation schedule
Joe Selba received an award for his dedication and commitment for outstanding performance in support of a difficult
lift and installation of chiller end caps
Walter Leary was instrumental in leading, planning, engineering, and installing a major upgrade to a crane for a JWST
project at Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Jerome Edwards acknowledged for his contribution as the new Lead Maintenance Tech, taking control of the Maximo
work order system, and catching the maintenance department up on a large quantity of backlogged work orders
Charles Soul recognized for his support of the JWST mission at JSC
Robert Bedford recognized for his dedicated support in reviewing the Electrical Safety Arc Flash Safety Policy

STATUS OF JWST VIBRATION TEST FACILITY
FOR THE OTIS PAYLOAD
The James Web Space Telescope (JWST) program funded SLI
to acquire and manage a new large vibration facility to test
the Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation (OTIS)
portion of the instrument. The facility consists of two
standalone vibration test systems: (1) A dedicated horizontal
system with an 11’ by 11’ slip table driven by a single shaker,
and (2) A dedicated vertical system driven by dual shakers. In
the vertical test configuration, the OTIS payload will be
mounted on a large head expander and will tower 50’ above
ground level.
The turnkey contract was awarded in December 2013, and
the critical design review was successfully completed in the
fall of 2014. Currently the onsite installation is nearing
completion with a target final acceptance test in November
2015. The resulting systems will be capable of an extremely
high overturning moment capacity while still providing
minimal cross-axis motion.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Facility layout

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Vertical system reaction masses
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JAMES WEBB SPACE TELESCOPE
ISIM EMI TESTING
The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) Integrated Science
Instrument
Module
(ISIM)
recently
completed
Electromagnetic Interference and Compatibility (EMI/EMC)
testing as the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center large Radio
Frequency Interference (RFI) laboratory.
The ETIS II EMI team performed radiated emissions, radiated
susceptibility testing, along with conducted time domain
measurements to verify that the ISIM payload would be able
to withstand the On-Orbit RF environment, as well as
maintain self-compatibility while all the other instruments
were operating. Due to the ETIS II team’s effort, testing was
completed well ahead of schedule, and a wealth of science
data was acquired for the ISIM time to verify their operational
parameters.
Above: The James Webb Space Telescope (JWTS)
Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM)

ISIM is one of three major elements that comprise the James
Webb Space Telescope Observatory flight system. The ISIM is
the main payload. This is the unit that houses the four main
detectors; Near Infrared Camera (NIRCam), Near InfraRed
Spectrograph (NIRSpec), Mid-Infrared Instrument (MIRI), and
Fine Guidance Sensor/Near Infrared Imager and Slitless
Spectrograph (FGS/NIRISS). This was the first EMI/EMC test
where all four detectors were integrated into the payload.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: The JWST ISIM undergoing testing
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ETIS II CONTRACT INNOVATIONS
(Photo Credit: NASA)

In the photo to the right, a Contamination Control Technician
working under the microscope analyzes the particulate rinses
from the new roles of Dunshield ESD Film. This is one of three
tests required to certify Dunshield ElectroStatic Dissipative
(ESD) film for use on flight hardware. Results are analyzed to
ensure film meets the specification requirements (level of
cleanliness) that the project requires. This ESD film is used to
cover flight instruments in an effort to protect them from
contamination during transportation between testing facilities
and also covers hardware during times when processing is
not taking place.

Above: Contamination Control Technician

The following
can also be considered Innovations for the ETIS II Contract:
(Photo Credit: NASA)
Contamination Control cleanroom garment procurement provides all the cleanroom garments in and around Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) and at Johnson Space Center (JSC). The following highlight the successful progress:






Successfully identified and negotiated garment baseline count with Prudential Cleanroom Services (garment vendor).
Approximately 3,500 pieces of laundry will be removed from inventory; thus, direct savings to contract and projects
(approximately 20% on weekly invoices)
Delta garment count reduction will reduce annual garment costs by approximately $75K, resulting in a direct savings to
contract and the Government
Contamination Control Supervisor assisted in revision and completion of the Statement of Work (SOW); new verbiage
allows SLI to negotiate these types of deltas
Specific to our JWST customer, we transferred one garment account from the Prudential in Virginia to another Prudential
in Texas to support their Johnson Space Center garment operational requirements. This initiative resulted in a cost savings
to JWST and boasts real-time efficiencies:
 Cost savings to project – approximately $500 - $600/week by no longer incurring overnight shipments of garments
 Improves garment laundering turnaround times working with a Prudential facility in close proximity
1. Quicker response for inventory adjustments
2. Faster communication flow between project and Prudential
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BILL CHAMBERS TEACHES STEM STUDENTS ABOUT ENGINEERING
On October 22, 2015, ETIS II Engineer, Bill Chambers,
explained engineering techniques to students for the Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Career
Accelerator Day at Watkins Mill High School in Gaithersburg,
Maryland. STEM Career Accelerator Day is a national
campaign and series of concurrent events designed to
engage and expose students, parents, and teachers to careerfocused experiential learning at corporate sites that inspire for
10,000+ students in grades 8-12 to pursue a career in STEM
fields.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Bill Chambers at STEM Career Day

BOB HACKLEY RUNS FIRST MARATHON
Anyone who has ever experienced
running in a marathon knows it is more
than a one-day event, it’s a journey.

Yards and the Ravens Stadium. During
the final approach, the crowds lining
the street were very loud and
supportive. As I crossed the finish line, I
did my victory dance and headed out
to get something to eat that wasn’t a
banana or energy gel--steaks!

My journey started in June when I
committed to training for running the
Baltimore Marathon. The marathon
training program was 16-weeks long
and started in July. In order to maintain
Overall, I am proud of my
the weekly running schedule and beat
accomplishment but what I will
the summer heat, I would get up at 5
treasure more is the support and
(Photo Credit: SLI)
AM to run, even on Saturday morning.
encouragement that I received from
Above:
Bob
Hackley
(Facility
Operations
Mgr.)
In week 11 of the training schedule, I
my family, friends, neighbors, and
and Jack Schlank (Program Manager)
participated in the Run 4 Shelter Half
coworkers. I’m truly humbled and
(Photo Credit: NASA)
Marathon and took 2nd place in my age
blessed to have taken this journey.
group, which was a confidence booster! I recorded a total of
Next race, Key West, Half Marathon January 17, 2016, and,
460 miles of running and countless hours of cross-training.
yes, I will run another 26.2 mile marathon.
The Baltimore Running Festival took place on Saturday,
October 17, and the weather was perfect for running.
Overall there were 24,000 participants from all over the U.S.
and from nine different countries.
Before the race, you could feel the energy and excitement in
the air! The course took us though the Baltimore Zoo, which
was one of the highlights of the marathon. The community
support along the route far exceeded anything I’ve ever
been a part of. My favorite sign along the way read, “Pain is
temporary, your completion time posted on Facebook will
be forever.” The run wasn’t all fun, as I was painfully
reminded at mile 20 when my hamstrings cramped up on
me, but I trusted my training and KNEW I WAS GOING TO
FINISH. The race ended in the parking lots between Camden
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(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

(Photo Credit: SLI)

Above: Bob Hackley and his support team on race day
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HUBBLE FOCUSES ON SYKESVILLE, MARYLAND
Hubble, a Shetland sheepdog (Sheltie) named after the
Hubble Space Telescope, helps nursing home residents in
Sykesville, Maryland. Specifically, he focuses on the elderly
at Transitions Nursing Home, bringing joy and love to every
resident he visits. Hubble is owned by Bill, Vicki, and Brian
Gallagher, who are members of Pets on Wheels. Pets on
Wheels is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization that brings
therapy animals to facilities across Maryland for friendly
visits.
Pets on Wheels volunteer teams most often visit nursing
homes, hospitals, assisted living communities, libraries,
veterans' hospitals, facilities for the physically and mentally

challenged, facilities for children at risk of home out
placement, homeless and domestic violence shelters,
schools, stress free zones helping combat anxiety and
depression in college students, teen diversion programs,
substance abuse facilities, and diverse settings involving
incarceration.
A Pets on Wheels visit can provide a resident confined to a
facility the opportunity to interact with a friendly pet who
loves unconditionally, can brighten the day, and improve
morale. A therapy animal can lower anxiety and blood
pressure and have a calming effect on the recipients of their
visits.

For more information, contact:
Pets on Wheels
P.O. Box 44176, Baltimore MD 21236
Phone: (443) 977-9726
http://www.petsonwheels.org/

WALLOPS HIGH PRESSURE SYSTEMS GROUP
The Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) Pressure Systems Group inspects,
tests, and certifies pressure systems and components for WFF NASA,
various projects, and offsite locations such as Poker Flat Research
Range in Alaska and Columbia Scientific Balloon Facility in Texas and
New Mexico. Typical systems in the WFF Pressure Vessel Systems
(PVS) inventory include cryogenic vessels, high pressure gas
regulators and panels, gas distribution systems, purge panels,
intensifier pumps, air compressors, propane storage and distribution,
facility heating systems, and flexible hoses. The group has fully
certified 33% of the total 254 PVS systems at WFF and is on track to
complete all certifications by September 2021 per the GSFC PVS Risk
Based Plan.
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ETIS II EMPLOYEE ASSISTS ENGINEERING FIRM IN BOTSWANA
SLI employee David Brunone, a
supervisor on SLI’s ETIS II contract,
had a unique opportunity to provide
management consulting expertise to
a small business in developing
Botswana, located in sub-Saharan
Africa. As part of his Masters of
Business
Administration
(MBA)
program at Indiana University’s
Kelley School of Business, David was
selected as part of the school’s Accelerating Global
Immersion Leadership Education (AGILE) international
business program. This program aims to provide quality
consulting services for small to medium-sized companies in
developing economies while honing students’ consulting
skills in a real-world client setting. This particular instance
partnered with the Botswana government’s Local Enterprise
Authority, which is aiming to help Botswana’s private
industry diversify beyond the dominant diamond mining
sector. To this end, David teamed with three other MBA
candidates with engineering backgrounds to provide
consulting services to one of Botswana’s small businesses.

striking a nearby employee. It
became clear that the business did
not have a process problem; it had
a management problem. If left
unchecked, the team calculated
that the shop would be forced to
close its doors within three months.
So, the plan was re-worked on the
ground to include a clever
management restructuring, as well
as implementation of many of the same training and safety
principles that SLI is founded on.
After implementation of the recommendations, the sheer
happiness and productivity of the employees was tangible,
and even the Botswana government expressed surprise that
the team was able to turn this failing business around. But
although Kgositao was the client, David was able to bring
back many lessons to ETIS II and SLI and strengthen his own
management approach within the company. Kgositao
Engineering is still operating today and is taking on new
customers each month.

The client was Mr. Kgositao, owner of Kgositao Engineering,
a machine shop specializing in the refurbishment and repair
of diesel engines and agricultural machinery. The company
had been seeing dwindling profits as many clients had been
leaving for competitors. The team remotely worked with Mr.
Kgositao for ten weeks from the United States to develop a
comprehensive plan to streamline business processes and
revitalize the satellite shop location. On August 8, 2015, the
team endured a 16-hour flight to Gaborone to meet the
client in person and implement the plan.
Upon arrival and assessment of the shop in person, it was
clear that the business was in worse shape than anticipated.
Employees were disgruntled, attrition was awful, and many
employees didn’t know how to perform their jobs. This was
highlighted by an incident that occurred while the team was
on-site; an engine block came unfastened from a machine
bench and was thrown to the floor by the machine, nearly
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Above: David Brunone (far left) and team consult with Mr. Kgositao (far
right) at his satellite shop in Kanye, Botswana
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HQDS CONTRACT: U.S. ARMY REDSTONE TEST CENTER (RTC)
Headquarters and Directorate Support Service (HQDS)
U.S. Army Redstone Test Center (RTC)

(Photo Credit: ASAG Redstone)

SPOTLIGHT ON HQDS
Above: Aerial view of the U.S. Army’s Redstone Arsenal

Sierra Lobo is nearing completion of the second year as a sub-contractor on the HQDS contract and excited about continuing
to serve Redstone Test Center (RTC). Sierra Lobo continues to provide engineering, technical, and staff support to the United
States Army Redstone Test Center through our prime contractor, 5 Stones Research Company.

RTC WELLNESS EVENTS
SLI employees also participated in the RTC Wellness Day
events including tug of war, volleyball, basketball, corn hole
tournament, egg drop competition, horseshoe tournament,
5k fun run, softball tournament, and a lot of good cooking.
Sierra Lobo also sponsored a team in the RTC Commander
Golf Tournament as part of RTC’s Wellness Campaign.
Participating in the tournament were 71 individual golfers,
populating 17 teams. Kicking off the tournament and
welcoming the golf participants was Commander Col. Pat
Mason, Missiles and Sensors Test Director, and Mike Krause.
“This tournament has two simple purposes: To facilitate
comradery and to promote wellness within the organization,”
said Krause. “As part of RTC’s Wellness Campaign, the
Commander’s Cup Golf Tournament is an opportunity for
employees to come together and support healthy lifestyle
choices.”

(Photo Credit: RTC)

(Photo Credit: RTC)

Above, left: Ric Rivera and Win Keller
Above, right: Ric Rivera, Robert Cain, and Steve Harder
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RTC’S ARMY RUN
Sierra Lobo employees participated in the Army’s 240 th
Birthday Run. Colonel Patrick H. Mason stood at the helm of
RTC’s crew of eager athletes as the call was made to present
colors. “We are here to celebrate the commitment,
confidence, and quality of service of the Army’s Soldiers and
civilian personnel,” stated General Dennis Via, commanding
general of the Army Materiel Command. The sounds of a
chattering U.S. Army workforce brought life to the overcast
morning as Redstone Arsenal’s men and women gathered for
the Army Birthday Run at Redstone Arsenal on Friday, June
12. Lancing the colors into a grassy plot behind Burger King,
the Redstone Test Center’s clan claimed a meeting spot early.
In all, 12 Soldiers, about 30 civilians, and a cute baby girl in a
stroller were there representing RTC to run, walk, and roll in
celebration of the Army’s 240th Birthday.

(Photo Credit: RTC)

Above: Sierra Lobo Employee Mitzi Morris - HR Specialist,
(pictured left in camo pants) and other employees

STOCKPILE RELIABILITY TEST ON
ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM MOTOR
Recently, Redstone Test Center’s Propulsion Test Division
conducted a stockpile reliability test on an Army Tactical
Missile System (ATACMS) motor at Test-Area 5 (TA-5).

that ammunition and explosives can safely perform
according to detailed specifications after being stored for
extended periods of time.

A small crowd was there to observe the test from the roof of
TA-5’s main office, where the one ton motor mounted to
Test Stand C was barely visible. When the loud speaker
counted down to “ONE,” a raging flame erupted out of the
motor’s tail, shortly followed by a cacophonous boom. For
the next 25 seconds, a large plume of white smoke filled the
air — reaching to the tops of the tree line. As the propellant
burned, telemetry devices attached to the motor collected
live performance data, including specs like thrust and
temperature. In turn, the data was streamed to TA-5’s
mission-control to be analyzed and archived.
In addition to the telemetry devices, a high-speed camera
was used to record the test. Usually, test footage is only
reviewed when there are signs of abnormality in the motor’s
performance. For this stockpile reliability test, the 22-yearold motor appeared to function normally. Stockpile
reliability tests like this one are routinely executed to ensure
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KESC CONTRACT: NASA KENNEDY SPACE CENTER (KSC)
Kennedy Engineering Services Contract (KESC)
NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC)

TESTING UNDERWAY ON NEW MICROBIAL MONOTORING FOR ISS
KESC is testing a new technology that can detect and
identify microorganisms in a variety of sample types could
go from use on the ground to use in microgravity on the
International Space Station (ISS), and perhaps beyond lowEarth orbit. Research scientists are using a portable
instrument from BioFire Diagnostics, called RAZOR EX.
Originally developed for use by soldiers on the battlefield,
first responders also have used it to test biological samples
in the field. This technology could meet future exploration
mission requirements, including crew health and planetary
protection. The availability of a real-time microbial
detection system would provide earlier identification of
potential problems on the space station and enable the
crew to respond more quickly to mitigate risks resulting
from contamination.
Inside the Molecular Biology Lab in the Neil Armstrong
Operations and Checkout Building at Kennedy Space
Center, researchers are using this technology to develop
methods for the detection of different types of bacteria and
verify the system for NASA’s needs aboard the station.
RAZOR uses Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) technology
to analyze samples. PCR is a very precise technology in
molecular biology used to amplify a single copy or a few
copies of a piece of DNA across several orders of
magnitude, generating thousands to millions of copies of a
particular sequence. The current process in use on the space
station requires growing microorganisms and requires at
least seven days for results. RAZOR can provide rapid
detection and fast results and also could be used during
long-duration missions beyond low-Earth orbit to monitor
crops of food grown along the way.
For baseline testing, researchers placed up to 12 samples of
water into a set of wells that make up a “pouch.” The pouch
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Dr. Christina Khodadad, at left, a microbiologist with Sierra Lobo
on the Engineering Services Contract, prepares a sample of water for testing in
the RAZOR EX microbial monitor inside the Molecular Biology Lab at KSC.
Assisting with the demonstration test, from left, are Victoria Castro with Wylie
Labs; Monsi Roman, NASA RAZOR project manager from Marshall Space
Flight Center in Alabama; and Cherie Oubre with Wylie Labs

was activated and inserted into RAZOR, with results
displayed in less than an hour. “RAZOR is a portable and
(Photo Credit: RTC)
very versatile system,” said Christina Khodadad, Ph.D., with
Sierra Lobo, “It is one of the systems that NASA is looking at
to replace the current microbial monitoring process on the
space station.” The RAZOR unit is about the size of a large
handbag, measuring 9 inches wide, almost 11 inches high in
the open position, and close to 5 inches deep. It can handle
up to 12 different samples, or 12 different concentrations of
the same sample, and can be programmed for up to 50
different protocols. Demonstration tests have wrapped up,
and verification tests are scheduled to begin soon. The
verification tests will confirm or validate that the PCR
chemistry in the sample pouch will work as well as the test
instrument. With successful testing completed, RAZOR will
be certified for a demonstration flight and could fly as part
of a water monitoring kit to the space station as early as
2016.
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NASA’S SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM (SLS) MOBILE LAUNCHER
UMBILICAL QUALIFICATION TESTING
KSC’s Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF)
After several years of design and fabrication, the testing
phase of KSC’s development of the Mobile Launcher (ML),
which will be used to launch NASA’s new Space Launch
System (SLS) Heavy Lift Vehicle, has begun. As part of KSC’s
development of SLS Ground Systems, the Mobile Launcher,
originally built to support the Constellation Program, is
being modified to launch the new Heavy Lift Vehicle, which
has a scheduled test launch in 2018. Part of the ML
development involves design, fabrication, testing, and
installation of multiple umbilicals that will interface between
the Mobile Launcher and the Vehicle. These include; the Aft
Skirt Electrical Umbilicals (ASEU), the Orion Service Module
Umbilical (OSMU), the Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage
Umbilical (ICPSU), the Crew Access Arm (CAA), the Aft Skirt
Purge Umbilicals (ASPU), the Core Stage Forward Skirt
Umbilical (CSFSU), the Core Stage Inter-Tank Umbilical
(CSITU), the Tail Service Mast Umbilicals (TSMU), the Vehicle
Stabilizer System (VSS), and the Vehicle Support Posts (VSP).
Before installation on the Mobile Launcher, each umbilical
must be tested at the Launch Equipment Test Facility (LETF).

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage Umbilical (ICPSU) and Orion Service
Module (OSMU) installed on the LETF Test Tower

Qualification testing verifies the umbilical performs as
designed. To verify performance the LETF simulates
(Photo Credit: RTC)
conditions that each umbilical will encounter from the time
it is mated in the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB), during
rollout to the pad, during severe weather conditions at the
pad, and during lift-off. To simulate these conditions, the
LETF uses a Vehicle Motion Simulator (VMS) and rain
simulators. The testing usually consists of several phases.
Phase one is used to test alignment and the ability to mate
and de-mate in extreme coordinates. Phase two testing is
used to perform excursion testing which simulates x and y
movements. Each umbilical is instrumented with load cells,
strain gages, temperatures, and many other sensors to
(Photo Credit: NASA)
record loads and other measurements that are monitored to
verify performance. The main purpose of this phase is to
(Photo Credit: NASA)
verify the loads will not damage the
vehicle or the umbilical.
Phase three testing usually involves primary and secondary
(Photo Credit: NASA)
liftoff testing without cryogenics. Primary liftoff testing uses
Above: Orion Service Module Umbilical (OSMU)
a primary disconnect device such as a collet release
mated to the Vehicle Motion Simulator
mechanism. Secondary liftoff testing involves programming
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the primary disconnect to fail, and the secondary release
mechanism such as lanyards will engage and force
separation. Again, it is critical to record the loads during this
phase. High-speed video is also used during this phase to
verify the umbilical is rotating and disconnecting properly.
The last phase is a full-up disconnect test. Depending on the
type of umbilical, this could include flowing cryogenics (LN2
or LH2) and rain simulation. Once the testing is completed,
the data is analyzed and if NASA determines that the
umbilical performed as designed, it will be re-located to the
Mobile Launcher for installation.
Currently, the LETF is testing the Orion Service Module
Umbilical and is preparing the Interim Cryogenic Propulsion
Stage Umbilical for testing. The OSMU is the interface
between the Mobile Launcher Tower and the Orion Service
Module. The ICPSU provides LH2 fill and drain, LO2 fill and
drain, GH2 vent and other commodities and connections to
the SLS Upper Stage Interim Cryogenic Propulsion Stage.
The LETF is maintained and operated by ESC managers, test
conductors, engineers and technicians. Testing at the LETF is
expected to last through the end of 2016.

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: SLS Umbilical/Access Arm Configuration

KESC LAUNCH EQUIPMENT TEST FACILITY TEAM RECEIVES
NASA GROUP ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Vehicle Motion Simulator and supporting sub-systems
development project was implemented. This project
included the development of multiple systems, including
Vehicle Motion Simulator, Cryogenic Systems, Data
Acquisition System, and ML tower simulators. The project
included NASA designs, large sub-contractor design and
fabrications and in-house fabrication activities to
implement.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

The project team was led by the NASA KSC LETF Manager
and included Engineering Support Contract (ESC) System/
test engineers, design engineers, mechanical, fluids and
electrical technicians. This team demonstrated the
exemplary project management skills, dedication, flexibility,
and technical excellence to move through all phases of
development and verification and validation activities
associated with these systems. The team solved many
technical challenges during the activation of these systems.
The team was able to handle all challenges and maintain
the schedule baseline, budget, and met all technical
requirements levied on the project.

Above: KESC Launch Equipment Test Facility Team

On July 24, 2015, the KESC Launch Equipment Test Facility
(LETF) team was presented with a NASA Group
Achievement
Award
for
the
successful
design,
development, and activation of a second Vehicle Motion
Simulator and supporting systems. The LETF provides KSC
with the ability to perform launch equipment and GSE
(Photocapability.
Credit: SLI)
prototype/system test and qualification
To
support SLS/Ground Systems Development and Operations
(GSDO) Umbilical and Arm testing activities, a second
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KSC PREPARING CENTER FOR NASA’S SLS
EXPLORATION MISSION-1
Not since NASA prepared Kennedy Space Center's facilities
for the Space Shuttle Program 35 years ago has there been
such a large-scale effort to ready the center in anticipation
of the launch of the Space Launch System (SLS) rocket and
Orion spacecraft on Exploration Mission-1 (EM-1). The
Ground Systems Development and Operations (GSDO)
Program, the Engineering Services Contract and other
support contractors at Kennedy have been very busy as
work continues to transform the center into a 21st century
multi-user spaceport.
KSC achieved a major milestone on the mobile launcher in
August 2015, with the award of a new Ground Support
Equipment Installation Contract. The work will include
installing more than 800 pieces of mechanical, electrical,
and fluids equipment, as well as about 300,000 feet of
cable and several miles of tubing and piping to support
mobile launcher operations. A great deal of the equipment
to be installed was designed and fabricated by the
Engineering Services Contract.
Most recently, modifications to the mobile launcher tower
and platform were completed to accommodate the size
and weight of the SLS rocket. The first set of new work
platforms arrived in April and is being readied for
installation in the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB). A total
of ten levels of new platforms will surround the SLS rocket
and Orion crew module and provide access for testing and
processing in High Bay 3. The landscape at Launch Pad 39B
has also changed. A clean pad concept has replaced the
configuration once used for space shuttle launches. The
pad's surface has been completely upgraded. New crawler
track panels have been installed and concrete repairs have
been completed. The flame trench walls have been
resurfaced and work soon will begin on a new flame
deflector that will support launch of the SLS rocket.
The next key milestone will be the program-level Critical
Design Review, which will occur in the fall of 2015. At that
point, the program will transition from design to hardware
fabrication, installation, and testing. After the ground
systems are tested and certified, Kennedy will be ready to
process flight hardware beginning in January 2018. The SLS
EM-1 launch is currently planned for the spring/summer of
2018.
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(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: The mobile launcher that will support NASA's Space Launch
System and Orion spacecraft for Exploration Mission-1 is in view at the
Mobile Launcher Park Site at Kennedy Space Center

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: An artist illustration of NASA’s Space Launch
System and Orion spacecraft on Launch Pad 39B
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CROP EVALUATION FOR HUMAN RESEARCH PROGRAM
After the recent success of growing, harvesting, and eating
lettuce on the International Space Station (ISS), the KESC
Biological Laboratories have been tasked with continuing to
develop crops that can be grown and consumed on the ISS.
Due to the limited space on the ISS, the plants must be small
but must have a high impact on the diet’s acceptability of
bioavailable nutrients.
After months of research, the lab selected to evaluate
cultivars of dwarf tomato and pepper for growth on the
International Space Station. Six cultivars of tomato and six
cultivars
ofCredit:
pepper
(Photo
NASA) were grown in controlled environment
chambers under simulated ISS environmental conditions,
and the growth and yield of the cultivars were assessed. At
harvest, the fruit were analyzed for nutraceutical content and
concentration of bioprotective compounds. Based on
growth and nutritional data, three cultivars were selected for
further testing, grown under mission relevant conditions,
harvested and shipped to Johnson Space Center for
independent evaluation of acceptability for consumption by
a trained panel of evaluators.
Three dwarf tomato cultivars, Red Robin, Mohammed, and
Scarlet, were harvested and shipped in July 2015 from KSC
to JSC. All three cultivars were assessed on scale of 1-10 for
appearance, color intensity, aroma, flavor, texture, and
overall acceptability. There were 34 individuals on the panel,
including two astronauts. All three cultivars were acceptable
with overall acceptability (minimum passing score is 6.0). The
results of overall acceptability were Mohammed (7.62), Red
Robin (7.12) and Scarlet (6.88).

Three dwarf pepper cultivars, Pompeii, Red Skin, and Fruit
Basket, were harvested and shipped in August 2015 from
KSC to JSC. All three cultivars were assessed on scale of 1-10
for appearance, color intensity, aroma, flavor, texture, and
overall acceptability. There were 22 individuals on the panel.
All three cultivars were acceptable with overall acceptability
(minimum passing score is 6.0). The results of overall
acceptability were Pompeii (7.91), Red Skin (6.77), and Fruit
Basket (6.23).
The next step in the process will be to evaluate each crop for
nutritional values and other factors. Once all the testing is
complete, a final selection for each type will be made and
hopefully will be candidates to be grown on future ISS
missions.
(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Variation in pepper
cultivars, Pompeii (L), Fruit Basket
(C), and Red Skin (R) at harvest and
prior to shipping to JSC

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: Dwarf tomato cultivar grown
prior to harvest for sensory evaluation

KESC 2015 UNITED WAY CAMPAIGN

(Photo Credit: KESC)

Above: KESC Team Preparing Lunch for
Needy Senior Citizens
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As part of KESC’s 2015 United Way Campaign, a group from ESC toured some of
the Brevard County organizations that the United Way supports. While at a
Titusville Senior Center, the ESC team got a chance to help prepare and serve
lunch to some needy seniors citizens. The purpose of these visits is help witness
where the donations are going and to help understand the real need in our
community. Several members of the ESC team returned to KSC to share their
experiences and hopefully inspire others to give. Last year, KESC was one of
Brevard County’s largest contributors, and we are hoping that this year will be no
different. KESC is committed to serving our community and the United Way is
just one of several charities that we support.
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TFOME II EMPLOYEE SAFETY COMMITTEE PARTICIPATES IN
GRC SAFETY AND HEALTH AWARENESS DAY
Test Facility Operations, Maintenance and Engineering II (TFOME II)
NASA Glenn Research Center (GRC) at Lewis Field (LF) and Plum Brook Station (PBS)

On Wednesday, September 23, 2015, the TFOME II Employee
Safety Committee, along with 12 other safety-related organizations, participated in the Glenn Research Center Safety and
Health Awareness Day, handing out TFOME-themed Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) blocking card protectors, as
well as informational flyers, in an effort to raise awareness of
the committee and their activities.

The cooperative effort between employees and management
typically results in higher morale, lower accidents, reduced
workers' compensation costs, and most importantly joint
ownership of the safety improvement process. Employee
contribution is integral to creating a safe and healthful working environment.

The purpose of the TFOME II Employee Safety Committee is
to promote the continuous improvements of a safe working
environment at NASA Glenn Research Center through proactive employee involvement, as well as giving employees the
opportunity to work closely with management staff in solving
critical safety related issues while acting as a point of contact
for TFOME II employees that have safety concerns.

(Pho
Cred
NAS

The Committee consists of employees throughout the contract that work directly with the Safety Assurance Office
(SAO) and the TFOME II Executive Safety Committee. Members serve for two years and meet monthly to discuss safety
concerns/issues.
Committee members occasionally assist with NASA Safety
Branch facility inspections or tour TFOME II work areas with
the TFOME II Safety and Training Manager. They also assist
TFOME II in identifying areas where employees are at risk of
injury or illness either through direct experience, through
observation or through concerns brought to their attention
by other TFOME II employees.

(Photo Credit: NASA/TFOME II)

Above: TFOME II Employee Safety Committee Booth at NASA Glenn
Safety and Health Awareness Day - Standing L-R: Bob Shaw,
Chairman (HX5-Sierra); Scott Mahnke, Safety and Training Manager
(HX5-Sierra); Jim Shultz, Safety Specialist (Jacobs) - Seated L-R:
Mark Lasky (Jacobs), and Taylor Seablom (HX5-Sierra) (members)

Finally, the committee reviews issues and suggestions made
by other employees and present their ideas and proposals to
management for continuous improvement.
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SPOTLIGHT ON TFOME II MANAGER
Q: You were born in Belgium and spent time in
Venezuela and India, your parents’ homeland, before
graduating from North Olmsted High School. How did
you end up in Northeast Ohio?
A: My father is an electrical engineer and we were living in
India and he was working on photovoltaics, and photo cell
development. There was a conference in India attended by
some people from NASA Glenn, and they saw his paper and
were interested in his work. So they got him a grant to come
to work here.
Q: What kind of work have you done at NASA Glenn?

(Photo Credit: Crain’s Cleveland Business)

A: I supported the cryogenics facility. That’s where they do
research on how to store cryogenic (propellants), and then I
went to the engine research building where we tested every
component of a jet engine. Then I worked at a facility where
they test fuel cells and components for the next generation
of space vehicles.

Above: Kamana Katiyar

Recently on Crane’s Cleveland Business, our own
Manager, Kamana Katiyar, was interviewed. The
following is taken from the November, 2015 news
article:
If NASA sends something up in space there’s a good chance
that Kamana Katiyar and her team at NASA’s Glenn
Research Center had a hand in road testing some of the
rocket’s or vehicle’s components. NASA Glenn Research
Center (GRC) specializes in propulsion systems for space
vehicles. Space gear is designed at Glenn and tested in its
wind tunnels and vacuum chambers. Its space propulsion
facility at Plum Brook is the only place in the world that can
simulate high-altitude conditions for testing many parts of
space launch vehicles and rocket engines under simulated
high-altitude conditions. Katiyar and her team from HX5
Sierra are Glenn contractors, as are nearly half of the 3,000
people who work at Glenn and Plum Brook. Florida-based
HX5 Sierra offers a variety of support services related to
aeronautical and spaceflight testing programs. The
Cleveland State University electrical engineering graduate
manages TFOME-II — that’s Government contracting
shorthand for the second in a series of contracts for “Test
Facility Operations Maintenance and Engineering” at the
center adjacent to Cleveland Hopkins International Airport
and its Plum Brook Station near Sandusky. The team’s next
big project is managing the GEER, the Glenn Extreme
Environment Rig, which can simulate the high temperatures
and high pressures found on Venus and other planets.
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Q: Since you’re sending things up into space, doesn’t
your work — the testing — have to be thorough?
A: If you have a mission to Saturn or beyond, a ten-year
mission, you’re going to have to do that life-testing here,
investing seven to ten years, because you don’t want to find
out halfway through your Saturn mission that, oops, the ion
engine stopped working.
Q: Since 2007, you’ve been a managing rather than
doing engineering. Which do you like better?
A: I love managing now. When I first transitioned, I missed
the calculating and solving problems. But now I absolutely
love managing (a team of 54 engineers and technicians). It
gives me visibility into a lot more areas.
Q: Asked to those who nominated her: Why did you
recommend her for this year’s class of Forty Under 40?
A: “She really does well on teams; she has really good
professional tact and really understands the work. What
really sets her apart is she has a positive, productive attitude
and really believes in NASA and its mission. I think she has
so much potential,” said Brian Rice, general manager at HX5
Sierra and a member of Crain’s 2010 Forty Under 40 class.
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NASA BEGINS TESTING OF ORION AT PLUM BROOK STATION
NASA is about to begin testing the heart of Orion’s power systems at the world’s largest, most powerful space environment
simulation facility early next year. Test engineers at NASA Glenn Research Center’s Space Power Facility (SPF) in Sandusky,
Ohio, are preparing to put a full-size test version of the European Service Module (ESM) for the spacecraft through a series of
crucial tests to verify the structural integrity of the hardware to withstand the dynamic environment of launch into space atop
the agency’s Space Launch System (SLS) rocket.
NASA engineers at NASA’s Plum Brook Station will begin to evaluate the integrated stack hardware provided by ESA (European
Space Agency) and its partners in February 2016. The hardware brings together new technology and lightweight materials
while also taking advantage of spaceflight-proven elements.
The test campaign aims to analyze and validate every element and function of the structural test article, which represents
Orion’s power and life support systems. The tests are critical to ensuring the flight readiness and structural integrity of the
module containing all the air, nitrogen and water for the astronaut crew, as well as in-space propulsion, batteries, and solar
arrays to generate power during deep space missions.
The Orion spacecraft is being developed to send astronauts to destinations including an asteroid placed in lunar orbit and on a
journey to Mars. It will launch on the agency’s SLS rocket from a modernized spaceport at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center in
Florida. The first exploration mission of Orion and SLS will allow NASA to use the lunar vicinity as a proving ground to test
technologies farther from Earth, and demonstrate that it can get to a stable orbit in the area of space near the moon in order
to support sending humans to deep space.
For more information, visit:
Mission to Mars includes unique testing that can only be done in Ohio
http://fox8.com/2015/11/30/mission-to-mars-includes-unique-testing-that-can-only-be-done-in-ohio/
(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

(Photo Credit: NASA)

Above: ESA’s European Service Module arrived at Cleveland Hopkins Airport in November and was
transported to NASA Glenn’s Plum Brook Station for testing in the Space Power Facility in 2016
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Come, my friends,
Tis not too late to seek a newer world.
- Tennyson, “Ulysses” 1842

WELCOME TO THE PACK
New Additions to the Pack

Name

Title

Location/Contract

Seidu, Iddrisu
Campbell, Nathan

Engineer/Scientist I
Engineer/Scientist I

ARES III
ARES III

Umphrey, Clancy

Engineer/Scientist

ARES III

Murphy, Debra Ann

Business Administrative Lead

ARES III

Lietz, Christopher
Porcu, Jeremiah David

Engineer/Scientist I
Unix Systems Administrator

ARES III
ARES III

Moore, Teresa Gay

Buyer II

Corporate

Skaff, Angela K.

Business Development Representative

Corporate

Hammett, Carolyn M.

Marketing and BD Specialist III

Corporate

Rybacki, Jacqueline M.

Business Development Capture Manager

Corporate

Harris, David B.

Subject Matter Expert

Corporate

Kosiba, Michael L.

Scientist 6

KESC

Zarra, Marvin T.

Software Engineer 1

KESC

Schweer, David C.

Engineer 6

KESC

Rabant, Jason J.

Mechanical Engineer 1

KESC

Del Mar, John

Software Engineer 6

KESC

Smith, Davis T. Jr.

Subcontracts/Procurement Manager

ETIS II

Schneider, Stephen Jay

Business Manager

ETIS II

Gallagher, William

Program Manager

ETIS II

Savoie, David

Sr. Printed Circuit Board Designer

MEDALS

Waterbury, Delbert

Designer III

MEDALS

Olds, Eric

Mechanical Systems Engineer

MEDALS

Smith, Chris

Program Manager

MEDALS

Shchedrin, Olga

Sr. Opto-Mechanical Engineer

MEDALS

Smith, Robert

Functional Manager of Mechanical Design

MEDALS

Gannon-Cavazos, Jade

Structural Analyst Group Manager

MEDALS

Gharakhanian, Mikaeel

Design Engineer

MEDALS

Dergevorkian, Ara

Deputy Program Manager

MEDALS

Gibson, Megan

Mechanical Engineer

MEDALS

Crespo, Roberto

Mechanical Engineer

MEDALS
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SLI’S TDEC IS THE “GO-TO” FACILITY FOR CRITICAL REACH BACK
With ten patents, and the recipients of two prestigious Research and Development (R&D) 100
awards for engineering excellence, the TDEC team focuses on “Mission Success.” We combine
expertise in engineering and engineering services at our TDEC facility with a broad range of
critical skills at our Government service contracts to help our customers meet their mission
objectives. A sample of our skills and capabilities include:
■ Thermal and structural design simulation, and analysis
■ Cryogenics, fuels and oxidizers, conditioning, storage, transfer, and handling
■ Specialty processes vessels, hardware, and manufactured systems
■ System design, integration, commissioning, and operation
■ Design for hazardous locations and classifications
■ Fatigue and fracture mechanics and fitness for service
■ Flight hardware development and support
Our 35,000 sq. ft. engineering, manufacturing, and test facility includes a Class 100,000
cleanroom assembly area, secure research lab, machine shop, and state-of-the-art IT
infrastructure for virtual engineering. Our cryogenic fuels and oxidizer testing complex; the
Sierra Lobo Test Facility (SLTF), includes:
■ Liquid hydrogen and oxygen storage and distribution
■ High and low speed DAQ, video, and controls
■ Class I, Group B, C, D electrical classification
Our award-winning services include:
■ Research and technology and product development
■ Specialty engineering and analysis
■ Systems engineering
■ Specialty process system hardware
■ Test support hardware and facility enhancements
■ Test article development and system development and integration

Regional Offices
Corporate Office
102 Pinnacle Drive
Fremont, OH 43420
Phone: 419-332-7101
Fax: 419-332-1619

Technology Development
and Engineering Center
11401 Hoover Road
Milan, OH 44846
Phone: 419-499-9653 (WOLF)
Fax: 419-499-7700

Pasadena Office
465 North Halstead Street - Suite 130
Pasadena, CA 91107
Phone: 626-510-6340
Fax: 626-510-6360

Huntsville Office

SPECIAL THANKS TO SIERRA LOBO PROGRAM MANAGERS

315 Wynn Drive - Suite 3
Huntsville, AL 35805
Phone: 256-489-0954
Fax: 256-489-0942

Many thanks to our dedicated Program Managers for providing the newsletter editor
with the updates of the various contracts, events, and volunteer experiences of their
employees. Without you, we wouldn’t be informed of all the great things that Sierra
Lobo, Inc. is involved with on both a professional and personal level.

6301 Ivy Lane - Suite 620
Greenbelt, MD 20770
Phone: 301-875-8006
Fax: 301-313-0243

A BOUT S IERRA L OBO , I NC .
Founded in 1993, Sierra Lobo, Inc. (SLI) employs more than 500 high-achieving,
dedicated engineers, technicians, and administrative personnel. SLI is a HispanicAmerican-owned, small disadvantaged business with its corporate office in Fremont,
Ohio. Sierra Lobo is a two-time winner of NASA’s most prestigious quality award, the
George M. Low award, most recently in 2011. SLI is also a winner of two R&D 100
Awards for development of advanced technologies. Sierra Lobo received certification
to the International Aerospace Quality Group AS9100 standards. Additionally, SLI is
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2008 registered as “A
Provider of Engineering and Technical Services, including Hardware Fabrication and
Testing, to the Aerospace and Transportation Industries.” An independent rating
authority independently assessed SLI a Capability Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI ®
-DEV) Capability Level 2 fully compliant and Level 3 compliant in Risk Management.

Greenbelt Office

Hampton Office
100 Exploration Way - Suite 320
Hampton, VA 23666
Phone: 757-251-2224
Fax: 757-251-2660

www.sierralobo.com

WE ARE KNOWN BY THE TRACKS WE LEAVE…
Wolves have long been regarded by Native Americans as teachers or pathfinders. Wolves are fiercely loyal to their mates and have
a strong sense of family, while maintaining individualism. To many, the wolf symbolizes freedom, the spirit of nature, resourcefulness, and adaptability, even under the most dire circumstances. Sierra Lobo (mountain wolf) takes its name from this resilient
creature and aspires to the extraordinary traits that the wolf has come to symbolize.
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